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Introduction
Pahl and Beitz split the design process into four main phases, which are requirement analysis, conceptual design, layout design and detail design [1] . Conceptual design has a decisive impact on the product development time, cost and success. The essential tasks of conceptual design are to figure out product design specification (PDS), establish function structures and search for appropriate principle solutions and synthesise these into a product conceptual design scheme. A conceptual design process is composed of design analysis and design synthesis [2] . Design analysis is to break up a whole complex product system (CoPS) into its elements (decomposition) and then study these elements and their interrelationships; design synthesis is to integrate all parts or elements to produce new systematic effects [3] . In the product requirement analysis stage, subjective and fuzzy customer requirements are transformed into objective and accurate PDS as the input of a conceptual design. PDS typically contains the design inputs, design constraints and design goals and a list of the product performance, environment, quality, reliability, security, life cycle and other elements [4] . Therefore, how to quickly and effectively transfer the PDS elements and map them onto a design scheme (or solution) is crucially challenging in conceptual design.
According to the V model [5] , generating a conceptual design scheme from iterative decomposition and synthesis of a CoPS is an iterative process. Especially, there are many multi-disciplinary and multi-field coupling relationships of CoPS in functions, subsystems and components [6] and many-to-many mapping relationships between functions and structures [7] , so it is difficult to form a reasonable conceptual design scheme by applying a system design or an axiomatic design theory [8] alone. In fact, a CoPS features not only the functional diversity, complex hierarchy of functionalities and performance influenced by a dynamic environment but also the complicated performance requirements. The performance requirements have a significant effect on functional decomposition, behaviour mapping and structure selection. Thus, at the conceptual design stage of CoPS, it needs to properly and systematically consider and analyse the performance requirements and the coupling relationships among the product functions and structures caused by interdisciplinary and multi-field design spaces. Otherwise, the resultant design scheme is more likely to be a defective design scheme, possibly failing to meet customer demand and generating more iterations of the whole design activities [9] . In other words, we need to create reasonable mapping from PDS to a conceptual design behaviour and structure scheme and to evaluate the mapping result reasonably. For example, the conceptual design of a high-speed train's braking system involves collaboration of mechanics, control, pneumatics and other disciplines. Its system structure contains the braking control system, air supply system, basic brake device, brake disc and so on, so it has a typical multidisciplinary and multi-level structure of CoPS. In order to obtain an effective and safe conceptual design scheme of such a braking system, it is necessary to collaborate with experts in various disciplines to analyse the interactions of multidisciplinary behaviours and structure parameters.
In this paper, we propose a vector-based mapping method to support the reasonable mapping among the PDS, behaviour parameters and structure parameters, and rational evaluation of performance parameters and structure parameters. Based on this, we establish a new conceptual design model to support the conceptual design of multi-disciplinary-oriented CoPS. Our contributions have twofold:
(1) We propose a PDS-behaviour-structure (P-B-S) conceptual design model to support multi-disciplinary collaborative conceptual design of CoPS. It describes conceptual design from three dimensions: the structure, discipline and domain. When applying this model in conceptual design, firstly, based on the design objectives and design constraints of PDS, a qualitative evaluation of the conceptual design functions is implemented. Secondly, oneto-many mapping of a function to behaviours is realised so that the qualitative and quantitative behaviour descriptions of CoPS are formed. Finally, it is to realise the mapping from behavioural variables to structure parameters and then analyse multidisciplinary behaviours and to evaluate the rationales of structural parameters for forming a feasible conceptual design scheme. In this way, the conceptual design process of CoPS is well structured, leading to a rapid conceptual design. (2) We advise a vector-based mapping tool to support conceptual design analysis and synthesis process. It consists of a vector to express design elements and a mapping matrix to describe relationships between the elements and possible design responses. In order to improve the efficiency of iterative product design processes, firstly, we form a PDS vector, in the order of the degree of importance of PDS parameters which is obtained by taking into account the subjective and objective factors of the conceptual design. Then, we follow the proposed P-B-S conceptual design model to create corresponding mapping matrices to describe mapping relationships among the PDS, behaviour and structure. We also establish a disciplinary behaviour matrix (DBM) to express the relationships between different disciplines and behaviour parameters and to evaluate the behaviour and structure. The establishment of a mapping matrix needs some expert knowledge support. With this vector-based mapping tool, we can narrow down the design exploration spaces quickly guided by the mapping matrices and effectively evaluate the design schemes.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises some previous related work and research methods, which mainly include conceptual design modelling, solutions and tools. Section 3 introduces the P-B-S conceptual design model and the vector-based mapping tools. Section 4 takes the conceptual design of a high-speed train's braking system as an example to verify the usefulness and effectiveness of the proposed method, and finally, the conclusions and future work are drawn in Section 5.
Related work
Conceptual design was firstly mentioned in the monograph of engineering design [11] . The fundamental objective of basic theoretical research of conceptual design is to generate a conceptual design scheme and to evaluate the rationale (or correctness) of the scheme. Recently, researchers have put forward some design models, methods and tools to support the conceptual design. These researches concentrate on three aspects: (1) studying acquisition and expression of product conceptual design knowledge, which focuses on establishing the model of product conceptual design information and knowledge, namely modelling problem; (2) choosing appropriate methods to solve the established product information model and to generate a conceptual design scheme, namely reasoning problem; and (3) studying a conceptual design generation tool to assist designers in achieving a rapid and effective conceptual design, namely tool problem. Formal models and solving methods of conceptual design are the basis of building a rapid and effective conceptual design tool. The review on related works is as follows.
Conceptual design modelling
There are multiple representation methods of a product information description model, such as language, geometry model, graph, tree, object, knowledge model and so on [12] , of which information description based on knowledge has become one hotspot in this field in recent years, since it can fully describe the conceptual design information and effectively support the generation of conceptual design scheme. Additionally, it is easy to express and process on the computer. Knowledge categories of conceptual design involve many aspects, such as customer requirement, product function, performance, specification, behaviour, abstract structure and so on [13] . Conceptual design knowledge representation expresses the knowledge acquired during the early design stages via the use of symbols and methods accepted and processed by computers, which is the basis of the research on the design model and conceptual design. In order to support conceptual design scheme reasoning, knowledge of conceptual design involves not only product cases but also the designer's experience, reasoning rules, etc. Chen et al. [10] proposed a conceptual design knowledge framework based on function specification and information flow. Based on the function-behaviourstructure model, Christophe et al. [14] added the customer requirement knowledge and constructed the knowledge ontology representation model of conceptual design. Chang et al. [15] conducted a research on ontology-knowledge representation for product design.
Constructing a conceptual design model and a design process model aims to standardise conceptual design activities and provide a paradigm, model and guidance framework for the design process, which makes the design process standardised, structuralised and computable. Finger and Dixon [16] conducted the earliest research and put forward four models including descriptive model, cognitive model, prescription model and computable model to describe design activity and their physical principles, while Cross [17] suggested describing the process model of design activity with descriptive model and expository model. It is now generally agreed that essential characteristics of the extended model based on functional design are listed as follows. Firstly, convert design requirement into functional requirement and then establish functional hierarchy to express the whole system and finally acquire requirement solutions through the mapping and integration. On the basis of three representative models including function-structure model [18] , function-behaviourstate model [19] and function-behaviour-structure model [20] , some scholars put forward conceptual design expansion models, such as the function-environment-behaviourstructure model proposed by Deng [21] for the sake of environmental protection and the concept design process model of requirement-function-principle-system proposed by Chen et al. [22] . In recent years, the Design Engineering Laboratory of the University of Oregon in the USA explored a standardised, structured and computable method supported by a unified definition of functional groups [23] and published a series of research achievements [24] . In the field of conceptual design of CoPS, in addition to the research on the basic theory of conceptual design, recent research directs to describe the conceptual design knowledge system of CoPS with multilevel and flexible product information models. The focus of these researches is the description of CoPS information with multi-level and flexible management of design change information [25] .
Conceptual design solution
The process of solving a conceptual design model usually is getting a design concept from a combination of heuristic algorithm and matrix algorithm. The heuristic algorithm can avoid the combinatorial explosions in the solving process by determining a feasible region, reducing solution space with rules and constraints, while the matrix algorithm can map and analyse all kinds of relations between the properties of the products or between the design processes [26] . For example, the customer needs were mapped onto the engineering properties by house of quality [27] , and Suh's axiom design [8] defined a design matrix as the correlation (transformation) matrix between related design subdomains. Design matrix and design structure matrix [28] are applied to analyse and optimise coupling relationships among the functions, subsystems and structures via clustering and decomposition algorithms. Based on evolutionary theory, the conceptual design study [29] showed that biological growth is similar to the evolution of product architecture, so that the various evolutionary algorithms can be introduced into product design.
The ultimate goal of conceptual design is to obtain a reasonable design; thus, some scholars use a variety of reasoning technologies in the searching process of design scheme. At present, reasoning methods in conceptual design are for qualitative reasoning, which mainly include case-based reasoning [30] , design catalogue [31] , rule-based reasoning [32] , ontology-knowledge reasoning [33] and artificial reasoning [34] .
Conceptual design tools
In recent years, many computer-aided design tools have been developed, but most of the design tools mainly focus on requirement analysis (e.g. quality function deployment), layout design and detailed design stages (e.g. design structure matrices, graph grammars, solid models, dynamic modelling and finite element analysis), which are insufficient for supporting the early product concept design. Although there are many design methods such as brainstorming, internal and external search and morphological analysis to simulate the activities of designers, they always rely excessively on the subjective experience of the designers. Based on the existing product design experience and knowledge, Strawbridge et al. [35] proposed a computerisation tool, a concept generation machine, to help designers choose the right components from given functions and to establish a form matrix to calculate the concept variants. At the early stage of design process, it could generate many concepts based on the existing design knowledge. Meanwhile, the concept generation machine could reduce iterations in the design process [36] . Given that the computer-aided product design tools mainly focus on the detailed design, Cardillo et al. [37] proposed a computer-aided innovation system to support a product layout design. Komoto and Tomiyama [38] constructed a computer-aided product architecture design tool based on the function-behaviour-state modelling technology. Bryant et al. [36] developed a method to rapidly generate and arrange a feasible conceptual design scheme from the functional basis of design. Zhang et al. [39] developed a knowledge-based conceptual synthesiser (KBCS) to support a conceptual synthesis of the design process. However, these tools still cannot provide sufficient support for the design of CoPS in terms of conceptual design analysis and synthesis, and the main reason for this is that they do not support the multi-disciplinary analysis and evaluation of conceptual design.
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn based on analysing the current research status of the conceptual design:
(1) Although the focus of the above researches differs, in fact, the knowledge, modelling and reasoning technology of conceptual design are not completely isolated, but in the trinity. The integral development of three research aspects could lead to a complete conceptual design system. Conceptual design modelling requires effective integration of product design knowledge and design process; if a product conceptual design model is only generated based on the functional transformation and functional mapping, rather than analysing, evaluating and improving the model from the perspective of complex performance requirements, the resulting design scheme must be flawed, and it is difficult to meet customer requirement, in turn causing repetition and iteration of the entire design activities. A good conceptual design model shall cover a variety of product design views and contain a variety of information and a large amount of data, helping the designers get access to the required data easily and quickly and eliminating the redundant data at the same time. However, the expression and description methods of existing conceptual design models lack the ability of reusing the existing design experience and knowledge, ranking of the importance of parameters in the design model and getting rid of redundant parameters so that numerous parameters in a disordered state are involved in the design process, which reduces the design efficiency. (2) There is a lack of systematic analysis and researches of coupling relationships between product functions and structures from a cross-disciplinary and multi-domain point of view. According to the latest literature search, the recent research suggested (1) to recognise the relationships between the subsystems and components and then (2) to qualitatively analyse and evaluate the conceptual design model. For example, D'Amelio et al. [40] proposed a lining value-filtering and cross-filtering method to identify and predict the possible crossing disciplinary problems in a complex system. Tilstra et al.
[41] developed a multi-level design structure matrix to analyse the relationship among the product components and to realise the evaluation and comparison of product structure characteristics.
To sum up, at the conceptual design stage of CoPS, an appropriate method of analysing the coupling relationship of the function and structure and an accurate evaluation of design parameters play a vital role in the whole product development, but this has not yet been well developed.
Here, we propose a new conceptual design method based on the P-B-S conceptual design model and vector-based design mapping tools. This method not only can facilitate the solution to the above problems but also can contribute to realising the rapid and effective mapping from PDS to conceptual design scheme.
A new conceptual design method
The conceptual design of CoPS is composed of functional decomposition, functional evaluation, behaviour mapping, structure synthesis and so on. In accordance with the V model, there is a parallel and iterative relationship among these stages. Due to the multiple levels of CoPS functions, the relationship between behaviour and structural parameters of the various disciplines is complex and highly coupled. However, research and development of each discipline is relatively independent and lacks of communication and coordination so that it is difficult to evaluate system functions and get a reasonable design scheme [42] . Therefore, in order to effectively support conceptual design iteration and coupling analysis of CoPS, this paper proposes a three-dimensional design space to describe the conceptual design of CoPS, that is, including structure, discipline and domain dimensions. On the structure dimension, a CoPS is described as a system, subsystem and component based on the product structure hierarchy. On the discipline dimension, multi-disciplinary parameters are classified into multi-disciplines, such as mechanics, electronics, hydraulics, control and other disciplines. On the domain dimension, according to the idea of the 'Z' shape domain mapping of the axiomatic design, design properties are described by the PDS (including performance, function, quality, constraint and so on), behaviour, structure and other domains. Figure 1 shows the multi-dimensional hierarchy space of the conceptual design of CoPS.
This three-dimensional design space provides clear multiple views at different levels of detail of a conceptual design problem in CoPS from its structure, related disciplines and domains. When a CoPS is designed at the system level, for example, a railway line, its related design issues may involve disciplines such as social and economic development planning, local and regional development planning, geography, national and international development strategy and land surveying. Obviously, design and research domains will be corresponding to the disciplines. When a CoPS is designed at the subsystem level, such as a railway vehicle or even a bogie, the involved disciplines could be mechanics, electronics, control, hydraulics, etc.; therefore, the design and research domains will be much more engineering focused such as behaviour (function realisation principles) and structure for engineering integration. When we look at a design at component level, the related disciplines may reduce to a single discipline and the design and research domains could focus on material selections, assembly features, manufacturability, etc.
The conceptual design of CoPS can happen at any level and can be cross-examined at different levels. These three dimensions can still provide an integral design space to explore. In general, at the system level, the main task is to decompose the function of PDS and determine the subfunctions' and metafunctions' principle solutions. Since a function has strong subjectivity, the choice of what physical principles to achieve the function relies on the expert's design experience, so that choices could be qualitatively evaluated with different weights as different conceptual design schemes. At the subsystem level which is the focus of this study, the specific realisation behaviour and structure of function principles are determined and the quantitative description of the conceptual design of CoPS is realised. The behaviour and structure parameters of different disciplines have complex interactions for CoPS. In order to carry out effective management and coordination of the interactions and couplings of different discipline behaviour and structure parameters, in this paper, we propose a PDS-behaviour-structure (P-B-S) conceptual design model. Based on this model, we can categorise the behaviour and structure parameters according to the disciplines and then use a vector-based mapping tool to quantitatively coordinate and analyse the couplings of multi-discipline behaviour and structure parameters of CoPS, thus realising the quantitative evaluation of conceptual design scheme.
P-B-S conceptual design model
Our P-B-S model is developed by extending Gero and Kannengiesser's FBS model [20] , integrating top-down decomposition and bottom-up synthesis. For a CoPS, its PDS contains function requirements, performance (including function, quality) requirements, constraints (including environment, human machine, etc.) and so on, the PDS is not only a conceptual design input but also the evaluation criteria of a conceptual design scheme. Thus, in our P-B-S model (see Fig. 2 ), it is incorporated by replacing the function (F) with the PDS.
The process of conceptual design includes four stages: problem formation, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The conceptual design starts with PDS as the design boundary. In the formation stage, the functional and non-functional requirements of PDS are analysed and identified to form the design variables and constraints of the conceptual design. At the problem formation stage, there is a need to make the P-B mapping, namely
. This step is the most creative part of the conceptual design, because for the same function, there are many possible principles to realise it; that is, there are many kinds of functional behaviour schemes. For example, the behaviour scheme could be single discipline based or multi-discipline based. Thus, according to the requirements and constraints in PDS and possible basic physical principles and based on the design experience, we can qualitatively evaluate the CoPS functions at a system level and accordingly determine the principle solutions to meet the requirements, resulting in either a single discipline behaviour (SDB) model or a system function (multi-discipline) behaviour (SFB) model. Therefore, for behaviour (B) in Fig. 2 , it includes both of them. When only a single discipline-based behaviour is requested to realise a function(s), a single discipline structure normally can be mapped from M 2 . While a SFB is needed, the coupling mechanism and relationship for creating a multidisciplinary behaviour from possible multi-discipline behaviours (MDBs) and structures need to be explored and evaluated [43, 44] . The disciplinary behaviour matrix technique can be employed to form a matrix (M 3 ) for this task. Analysing M 3 can help explore the practicability of integrating multidiscipline behaviours into a system function behaviour and in turn help decompose a system function behaviour into coupled multi-discipline behaviours and advance the PDSto-SFB mapping to PDS-to-SFB-to-MDB mapping. The practicability evaluation of a coupled MDB scheme will also lead to the mapping of MDB to multi-discipline structure (MDS) via the mapping matrix (M 4 ). A multidiscipline structure is normally composed of part or whole of single discipline structures (or structure building blocks) and a multi-disciplinary coupling structure to support the realisation of the SFB.
At the analysis stage, the design task is to establish the above mapping matrices by analysing the relationship among the various design elements on the P-B-S model. Once these matrices are developed, they can be evaluated on the basics of practicability. The initial evaluations can lead to new design synthesis solutions at the synthesis stage.
At the evaluation stage, on the basis of synthesis, evaluating whether the system structure scheme can satisfy the requirements of system functional behaviours can be done through the bottom-up approach by comparing the schemed structure and behaviour attributes against the target values and requirements in PDS. This can make the conceptual design process of CoPS a closed loop iterative design process. In the next part, we will explain how the P-B-S design model is expressed and implemented. The P-B-S Model Fig. 2 The P-B-S model
Expression and implementation of P-B-S design model
The construction of the P-B-S design model includes four steps. They are detailed as follows.
Create a PDS vector
From a PDS for the conceptual design of CoPS, construct a requirement space. All requirement (specification) elements (or variables) are listed as an initial input vector. Each element can have a weight value to describe its degree of importance. If its weight is 1, meaning it is a rigid constraint; therefore, we classify it as a design constraint for evaluation of various design schemes. Therefore, the remaining variables with a weighting value between 0 and 1 will be listed orderly in the design requirement space, P = [P 1 , P 2 ,…, P n ], based on their weightings. The degrees of their importance of a variable can be decided by the subjective or objective experience. The corresponding weightings can form a weighting vector, W = [w 1 , w 2 ,…, w n ]. The resultant vector of P × W T is called the PDS vector. That is,
where P = [P 1 , P 2 ,…, P n ] and W = [w 1 , w 2 ,…, w n ].Now, we have split the initial PDS into a rigid constraint list [f 1 , f 2 ,…, f k , c 1 , c 2 ,…, c c ] including k key functions and c design constraints. The remaining n elements are listed orderly in the PDS vector.
Generate necessary function-behaviour schemes at system level
Generate a behaviour space from a multi-disciplinary point of view The rigid key function requirements must be met. Therefore, we need to generate a possible behaviour space from different disciplinary views of discipline-based scientific reasoning, design knowledge and experience and the function-to-behaviour mapping techniques used in the F-B-S model [20] . As a result, we can have a possible behaviour space, B = [B 1 , B 2 ,…, B m ], to respond to key function requirements, f 1 , f 2 ,…, f k .
Given that B 1 , B 2 ,…, B m are only possible single discipline behaviours, is there any single behaviour good enough to meet all requirements in PDS or do we need to explore multi-disciplinary system function behaviour? To answer these questions, we move to the next step.
Analyse the relationships between the vector B and the vector PDS and establish the mapping M 1 M 1 can be structurally viewed and established from design knowledge and experience. Its element a ij (i = 1 to n; j = 1 to m) describes the correlation relationship (the value is between 0 and 1) between the element P i in P and the element B j in B.
The mapping M 1 between P and B can be then used for behaviour scheme (B scheme ) generation and evaluation. The element B j w is the value to reflect on relative correlations to the weighted design requirement space (P). 
The element B j w with the biggest value in B scheme suggests that the behaviour scheme B j can possibly support the key function requirements and have the best overall support to other design requirements in P.
Evaluate the behaviour schemes and identify and create possible system function behaviours After obtaining B scheme , we can evaluate the corresponding behaviour schemes with the biggest value or the second biggest value in B scheme against the design constraints, c 1 , c 2 ,…, c c . If all constraints can be met, it means that the single disciplinary behaviour solution is found and then can move on to search its structure mapping (M 2 ). Here, we do not discuss M 2 in detail because it is out of research focus. The readers can refer to the reference.
If none of single disciplinary behaviours can meet the design constraints, it suggests that we need to combine two or three single disciplinary behaviours to generate a system function-behaviour scheme, for example, to structurally and behaviourally integrate the best two single discipline behaviour solutions into one system function-behaviour solution (scheme).
At this step, for a combined multi-disciplinary scheme, we can evaluate it, based on our design knowledge and experience, by incorporating DBM analysis, which is detailed in the next step.
Develop a multi-disciplinary behaviour matrix (M 3 ) for analysis and evaluation of a SFB scheme
For a chosen SFB scheme, we need to establish its multidisciplinary behaviour model. For a single disciplinary scheme, its behaviour can be described as a series of state changes in a sequence from Bv 1 , Bv 2 ,…, Bv n through the state controls. For a multi-disciplinary scheme, when looking at how to make different disciplinary solutions work together, we examine how one behaviour from a discipline can couple with the other disciplinary behaviours. We then establish a multi-disciplinary behaviour matrix to explore the possible state and associated control connections. Let states for behaviour D i = {Bv 1 ,…, Bv n }, the states for behaviour D j = {Bv m ,…, Bv l }, then the corresponding multi-disciplinary behaviour matrix can be described as M 3 or D ij . Its element value could be null to represent no interaction relationship between the two related behaviour states or a possible interaction relationship.
Note that if there is another behaviour to be coupled in the behaviour scheme, we just need to add its states to enlarge the top row to {Bv m ,…, Bv l }.
To establish this matrix, there is a need for crossdisciplinary team efforts to identify the possible interactions and coupling mechanisms between the concerned states and their controls. This is, in general, an analysis process during the matrix development, but meanwhile, the matrix can be used for evaluating a multi-disciplinary SFB scheme. For example, if no state interaction can be practically found between the two behaviours, they cannot be integrated as a feasible SFB scheme. If there are many possible state interactions, we can continue to examine and evaluate possible structures to support the multi-disciplinary scheme in the next step.
Develop structure mapping and SFB scheme evaluation
For a single disciplinary scheme, the mapping between behaviours and realisation structures can be developed from previous design and experiences with discipline design experts.
For a multi-disciplinary scheme, from the identified possible state interactions crossing multi-disciplinary behaviours, we first search for a single disciplinary behaviour-structure mapping and then develop multi-disciplinary coupling structures to bond them together. Again, this needs crossdisciplinary team efforts from both structure and state control points of view to identify possible structure connections as a bridge to integrate single discipline structures. The identifications of the bridge elements will form a mapping matrix (M 4 ). After that, we can use M 4 to evaluate the practicability of implementing the bridge. These evaluations can lead to a final P-B-S design scheme selection and then look backwards to evaluate the final P-B-S design scheme for a final conceptual design solution.
Design case study
In this paper, a high-speed train's braking system is selected for our case study of designing a CoPS. The proposed methods and strategies are applied to obtain the conceptual design solution scheme, and the proposed design model and tools are verified.
Problem description
Braking is one of the most important working conditions of a running train. For a passenger train, its braking system's performance directly affects not only the train's running safety but also its passengers' safety and experience. With the increasing train's running speed, it is necessary to design a braking system, which can provide more powerful braking capability, safety and reliability. However, a train braking system is a typical CoPS, which has diversified functions and complex structure hierarchy. Its working mechanism involves multiple disciplines. Design of a train braking system often needs collaboration with the experts in various disciplines. Therefore, at the conceptual design stage of a train braking system, how to realise rapid and effective mapping from PDS to design schemes is an important problem in design.
Problem solution

Create a PDS vector
A train braking system functions when the train needs service braking or emergency braking. The service braking is an action of adjusting and controlling speed in the normal operation of the train, which is relatively moderate and smooth. According to the braking level, braking force can be adjusted and is generally within 20∼80 % capacity of the braking device. Emergency braking is an abnormal action of stopping the train in a very short time in case of accidents and other emergency conditions, which is powerful and sharp. Braking force reaches the full capacity of the braking device in a very short time.
For the conceptual design of a train braking system, we start with constructing a product design specification (or a requirement space) for a braking system as shown in Fig. 3 . We divide the critical requirement elements into rigid constraint (function and performance) and goal variables. We determine their degrees of importance by subjective or objective experience.
These requirement elements are listed as the initial input vector (P), with the corresponding weighting vector (W). They are P = [P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , P 7 , P 8 , P 9 ] and W = [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , w 6 , w 7 , w 8 , w 9 ]. P 1 and P 2 represent service braking and emergency braking as functional requirements. P 3 , P 4 and P 5 represent (4) performance constraints: emergency braking deceleration, emergency braking distance and adhesion limit, respectively, while P 7 , P 8 and P 9 indicate other design goals such as comfort, lowering running cost and security requirements, respectively.
The corresponding weight vector (W) is determined by experience as [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5].
From Eq. (1), we get PDS = [1 P 1 , 1 P 2 , 1 P 3 , 1 P 4 , 1 P 5 , 0.2 P 6 , 0.1 P 7 , 0.2 P 8 , 0.5 P 9 ]. The weights for parameters P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 and P 5 are 1, which indicates that these PDS parameters are rigid constraints and directly impact on the whole conceptual design process. The conceptual design of braking system must meet the function requirements and performance constraints. After splitting those rigid constraints, the remaining elements listed orderly in the PDS vector are PDS ′ = [0.5 P 9 , 0.2 P 6 , 0.2 P 8 , 0.1 P 7 ]; that is, the braking system should first meet the security requirements (P 9 ) and then energy consumption (P 6 ) or lowering running cost (P 8 ) and comfort (P 7 ) .
Before considering what functional behaviour schemes generate braking force, we first check the performance constraints from PDS and produce the deceleration curve of braking system as shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, the deceleration curve (in pink) of emergency braking is designed to meet the requirements of emergency braking deceleration in the PDS and, under the adhesion limit line (in red), the emergency braking distance that resulted from the deceleration curve also needs to meet the requirements of the emergency braking distance (shown in blue line). Secondly, the service braking deceleration curve (in grey) is designed under the emergency braking deceleration curve (in pink) and, normally, there are seven levels in the service braking with the corresponding deceleration curves. Figure 3 shows the third-level service braking deceleration curve (in grey).
Generate necessary function-behaviour schemes at system level
Braking force can be generated in several ways, including electromagnetic braking (magnetic track braking (B 1 ), eddy current braking (B 2 )), pneumatic braking (tread brake (B 3 ), disc braking (B 4 )) and electric braking (B 5 ). According to the design experience, the mapping relationship matrix (M 1 ) is determined between five functional schemes (B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 and B 5 ) and PDS goal elements (P 9 , P 6 , P 8 and P 7 ), as follows. 
Rigid constraint
Braking system performance design curve Fig. 3 Braking system design requirement space
The coupling relationship ranges from 0.1 to 0.9. The strength of the relationship is classified as follows: strong correlation = 0.9, moderate correlation = 0.3 and weak correlation = 0.1.
Finally, by applying a matrix operation from PDSbehaviour mapping (Eq. (3 ) From the result, it can be seen that the pneumatic disc braking scheme (B 4 ) is most suitable for goal requirements. The pneumatic disc braking scheme produces the braking force by friction, and the kinetic energy is converted into heat energy to realise the train braking, but this method wears the brake disc and brake pad seriously and increases the energy consumption and operation cost. Under the condition of train emergency braking, the pneumatic disc braking is a safe and reliable method. However, under the condition of service braking, considering the cost and energy consumption requirements, it is required to choose another behaviour way from B to help realise the service braking function of the train. The electric braking scheme (B 5 ) is the second suitable candidate in B. Therefore, we examine the electric braking scheme (B 5 ) for possible integration.
Electric braking is to convert kinetic energy into electric energy, which can provide a large braking force with low energy consumption and low operation cost. However, because the electric braking cannot provide braking force in case of the loss of electricity supply, safe parking cannot be achieved in an emergency condition (such as the loss of electricity), which is also the reason why pneumatic braking is essential. Furthermore, in the low speed stage (0-15 km/h), the phenomenon of the magnetic induction line is weakened or even disappeared because of the decrease of the speed, which makes the loss of electric braking force, and electric braking force cannot meet the braking requirements of the low speed range. In order to realise the service braking function of the train, we choose the electric braking (B 5 ) as the main mode and then select the pneumatic disc braking (B 4 ) to complement the braking function of the train in the low speed range and in case of losing power. Thus, we design the high-speed train's braking system by integrating pneumatic braking and electric braking, termed as the electric pneumatic braking scheme, which relates to the mechanical, pneumatic, electric, control and other disciplines, thus forming a multi-disciplinary system behaviour scheme.
Develop multi-disciplinary behaviour matrix (M 3 ) for analysis and evaluation of a SFB scheme
The electric pneumatic braking scheme includes two kinds of braking behaviours: the one is to use air pressure to press the brake pad on the brake disc to get the required braking force and the other is to transform the traction motor into a generator so that the kinetic energy of the train is converted into electrical energy. The design of the braking system needs to consider the collaborative design of various disciplines with different physical principles. It includes four disciplines: the control, electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic, and their disciplinary behaviour parameters are interrelated. For example, different braking levels lead to different decelerations, and in turn, different decelerations require the corresponding braking forces based on vehicle weight. In addition, the air braking force is not only affected by the electric braking capability but also the brake pad clamping force of mechanical discipline and the brake cylinder pressure of the pneumatic discipline. They all change along with the change of deceleration level of control discipline. Figure 4 shows each disciplinary behaviour, behaviour parameters and the relationship between these parameters.
From Fig. 4 , we build the multi-disciplinary behaviour matrix (M 4 ) of control, electric, mechanical and pneumatic disciplines with reference to Eq. (4). 74 , that is K piece = F cylinder × γ. Therefore, the electric pneumatic braking is a feasible method for the multi-disciplinary system behaviour scheme, and then we can find the multi-disciplinary structure scheme to realise it.
Develop multi-disciplinary behaviours to structure mapping and analysis
According to the DBM or M 3 , we find that the behaviour parameters cross disciplines are influenced by each other, and these behaviours need proper structure as a carrier to achieve. Mapping from behaviours to macrostructures is the qualitative analysis of behaviours, such as brake cylinder thrust, which needs brake cylinder to receive compressed air through compressor, and then compressed air makes the piston movement to produce cylinder thrust. In addition, the production of disc braking force needs a brake disc as a clamping object of the brake pad to achieve the braking function of the train by the friction effect in which power is converted to heat energy. Therefore, there is a need of multi-disciplinary structures including air compressor, brake cylinder, piping, brake pad, brake disc and other accessories work together to achieve the multi-disciplinary behaviours. First, we explore the single discipline structures under the functional structures: brake pad, brake disc, brake force amplifier and brake cylinder (see Fig. 5 ). Their relationships with behaviours in terms of disc braking force, brake pad clamping force, brake cylinder thrust and brake cylinder air pressure are then identified for developing multi-disciplinary coupling structures. Here, for example, a brake force amplifier is a bridge structure between disc braking force and brake clamping force. Figure 5 is a graphical representation of the corresponding matrix M 4 .
Choosing different structural types and using different structural parameters will produce different behaviour structural solutions. In addition to qualitative analysis of the behaviour structure in the conceptual design phase, the relationships between behaviour parameters and structural parameters is established based on relevant physical principles and they are then used to form a quantitative analysis of different behaviour-structure mapping.
In this case study, we take the braking performance analysis as an example and focus on the mechanical and pneumatic discipline couplings with given control discipline constraints: emergency braking deceleration and braking force. In other words, we do not discuss the coupled control structure here. As shown in Fig. 5 , after selecting single discipline structures, the relationships between the structure parameters and behaviour parameters can be illustrated in Fig. 6 . Its key structure parameters include brake disc friction radius (r), brake shoe friction coefficient ( f ), magnification power (γ) and brake cylinder effective area (s). The structure schematic diagram of the train bogie with brake rigging is shown in Fig. 7 .
According to Fig. 6 and relevant physical principles, we can find the relationships between the behaviour parameters and the structural parameters. It is worth noting that the structural parameters are not set at random because they are often Different braking levels lead to different decelerations.
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Air pressure into Force : brake disc ratio, =r/R,r-brake disc radius, R-wheel radius; f-brake shoe friction coefficient ; nDisc-brake disc number Fig. 4 Hierarchy relationship diagram of multi-disciplinary behaviours of electric pneumatic braking restricted by installation space or its structural design. For instance, the braking structures of the brake system are installed on the bogie and the installation space on the bogie is very limited. Therefore, some implicit structure constraints exist. For example, the number of brake disc cannot be arbitrarily increased and disc radius cannot be greater than the radius of the wheels. In order to effectively use the space, the number of brake discs is generally 8. Table 1 shows the analysis results for four design schemes with the corresponding choices of the structures and assignments of structural parameters. All schemes must meet the requirements of braking deceleration (Bv 2 ) and disc braking force (Bv 5 ) from the control and mechanical discipline, which are the requirements of braking performance. In addition, the brake cylinder pressure (Bv 6 ) is a key indicator of evaluating the electric pneumatic braking and the pressure of the total air duct, which is usually controlled within 850-1000 kPa. In order to ensure the safety of the train braking, the general requirement for the brake cylinder pressure is less than 600 kPa.
Scheme 1
In order to meet the requirements of the train disc braking force and deceleration, the pressure of brake cylinder reaches 4829 kPa in the absence of any measures of increasing the brake cylinder thrust, which is obviously not satisfied with the requirement that the brake cylinder pressure should be less than 600 kPa, so scheme 1 is obviously not desirable.
Scheme 2 According to scheme 1, to meet the train braking performance requirements, it is not advisable to rely on increasing the brake cylinder pressure to increase the brake cylinder thrust. We need to take other ways to increase the brake cylinder thrust to meet the braking performance of the train. As shown in Fig. 5 , we increase the brake clamping force by the way of leverage and hydraumatic. In scheme 2, we choose the lever-type brake clamp to increase the brake cylinder thrust, and it is found that the brake cylinder pressure decreases significantly to 604 kPa by calculating, but the scheme is still not ideal.
Scheme 3 According to scheme 2, the lever-type brake clamp can increase the thrust of the brake cylinder. However, the number of levers cannot be increased arbitrarily and is subjected to space constraints. Now looking at the relationship matrix of behaviour structure again, we find that the increasing friction radius of the brake disc and the friction coefficient of the brake shoe within the scope of design constraints can increase the braking force of the target disc as well. So in scheme 3, we try to increase the disc radius from 275 to 295 mm and change the sintering material brake pads into powder metallurgy brake pads to improve the friction coefficient, and the brake cylinder pressure reduces to 483 kPa by calculating, which meets the braking requirements at the same time, so the scheme is a feasible solution. 
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Brake force amplifer , in addition to the lever-type braking clamp used in scheme 3, hydraulic braking clamp can also increase the brake cylinder thrust. Its advantages could include small footprint, large multiplication of rigging and rapid response, but its disadvantages include oil leaking and the need of a cleaning device. On the basis of scheme 3, the parameters of the brake disc and brake pad are not changed and the hydraulic braking clamp is used in scheme 4. Brake cylinder pressure is only 318 kPa in scheme 4, which is the smallest of all the schemes, and it is a feasible solution.
In conclusion, schemes 1 and 2 do not meet the design requirements because they are not feasible. Schemes 3 and 4 are both feasible solutions, since the brake cylinder pressure of scheme 4 is smaller, so the scheme 4 is the final solution (optimal solution).
Discussion
In the case study examined, a key observation that can be made about the approach is that we can quickly and effectively obtain an optimal scheme by this method in the conceptual design phase. We realise that the premise of the conceptual design of a high-speed train's braking system is assuming its design knowledge and experience that are known.
The design knowledge and experience are expressed as elements in the mapping matrices from W to M 1 , M 3 and M 4 . The accuracy of design knowledge and experience expression is important because they affect design scheme selections and evaluations, but it is difficult to guarantee. On the other hand, our design approach makes the use of design knowledge practical because we decompose and embed overall highly nonlinear-coupled design knowledge from multidisciplines into well-structured and understandable matrices from W to M 1 , M 3 and M 4 . The advantage of organising the existing design experience and knowledge in the matrices is to realise knowledge reuse and capturing and, finally, to further evaluate and form a standardised, formalised complex product conceptual representation and evaluation tool. However, a high-speed train's braking system is a complex multi-disciplinary system and its design involves knowledge coupling of different disciplines such as in the establishment of matrix M 4 . Therefore, multi-disciplinary team efforts are required to make our approach workable. In general, in the early stage of the development of CoPS, if design knowledge and experience are available or even triable, this method is feasible to get the best solution, which seizes the main contradiction to form a number of feasible solutions, and applies the matrix conversion and calculation to evaluate the solution. In this paper, a new conceptual design method for CoPS with an effective mapping tool has been proposed, which is significant for the automation of conceptual design process and consistent management of design information in the field of engineering design. Based on the proposed P-B-S concept design model, three vector-based mapping tools are developed as a framework to gain insights of multi-disciplinary relations, guide the coupling PDS-behaviour-structure searching and generate/evaluate conceptual design schemes. This method can be used in multi-disciplinary engineering design projects with some domain knowledge support.
Our case study of high-speed train's braking system design shows that (1) the P-B-S conceptual design model is feasible and applicable in multi-disciplinary engineering design and (2) the proposed method is a useful tool to realise the rapid and effective mapping from PDS to conceptual design schemes.
As demonstrated in the case study, the implementation of the proposed design method requires some disciplinary design knowledge support. Therefore, in the future, a conceptual design knowledge base could be established to support the computerisation of the conceptual design method.
